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Feeling is still running high – these are some residents responses to the latest round of replies to the 

Petition Committee requests. 
 

Each letter pretty much conveys typically the same thing in that they are all covering their roles yet again 

during the events that have led up to this, and pointing to 3rd parties responsible.  No nwe information has 

vcome from any of these large organisations, and it would apprar that they think we will give up and go 

away.  We will NOT!  It is a basic human entitlement to have sleep! 
 

EXTRACTS such as: 

Network Rail - "The Promoter of the project was Clackmannanshire Council and they were responsible for 

developing and explaining the business case." – Yes, but they were misled – by Network Rail and 

Transport Scotland! 
 

Scottish Power - "the questions posed by Members are ones principally for the Freight Operating Company 

to address" – Passing the buck 

 

DB Schenker - "to reinstate the railway has been in local plans since the 1980s, this should have been 

considered when planning permission was given to build homes near the railway."  Blame someone else, 

this is a foreign company and they appear to have no thoughts or sympathies for the people of 

Scotland 
 

Transport Scotland - "It was only during the final stages of construction of the railway in 2008 that D B 

Schenker informed its industry partners that its operational requirements had changed and a commercial 

decision had been taken to operate trains through the night."  Lack of research and verification on the  

part of TS 
 

Clackmannanshire Council - "the Council employed a number of experts in the field and worked closely 

with the Transport Scotland"  And "The Council cannot direct Scottish Power on how it manages energy 

production at Longannet".  But the Council is paid from taxes provided by the  general public, therfore 

it is it’s servant and should do all in its power to sort this mess out, not just hide it’s head in the  sand. 
 

In summary, the pot calling the kettle black. 
 

Causewayhead do experience serious vibration and noise in excess of the 55db (last measured at 88db) due 

to a poorly constructed section break and also possibly due to subsidence of the ballast.  (The line is 

running across a bog!!) 
Keeping to the point and maybe perhaps a bit of ‘Stable Door’ syndrome but has Scottish Power ever 

considered the construction of a deep water jetty adjacent to Longannet to enable the ships to unload 



straight into the power station?  I’m sure the costs over 20 years would have been vastly reduced as there are 

no train running costs. 
 

The consultation process and the Environment Statement commissioned by Clackmannanshire Council, as 

the promoter of the project, and published in 2003 stated that freight traffic would operate on a similar 

timetable to passenger traffic between 6.00am – 11.00pm. At that time coal freight trains operated to 

Longannet power Station via the Forth Bridge and no services operated between midnight and 6.00am.  
 

It was only during the final stages of construction of the railway in 2008 that D B Schenker informed its 

industry partners that its operational requirements had changed and a commercial decision had been taken to 

operate trains through the night.  

See also Clackmannanshire’s response to Tom ADAM comment 5 [but unnumbered on letter] 

In my discussions with Scottish power they are unable to turnaround the trains in a guaranteed time of less 

than two hours [the actual turnaround time depends on the time of year since lower stocks by the end of 

winter means a faster turnaround. Timetabling requires 24 hour working max is not 34 paths as potential 

for network rail but 24 i.e. 12 trains determined by Scottish power. 
 

Comment Dr Simpson MSP Mid Scotland and Fife:- 

Either Transport Scotland [or Clackmannanshire who were excluded from these discussions with 

SCOTTISH Power] were incompetent, didn’t even ask the question or deliberately ignored this 

problem.  
 

 

A Noise report identified 44 properties which qualified for noise and vibration mitigation measures. 

However, further analysis of the data has resulted in additional properties being identified as benefiting from 

these measures. On 17 May, Clackmannanshire Council and Transport Scotland issued a joint letter to the 

residents of these 68 properties offering noise and vibration mitigation measures. Residents have until 30 

June to inform Clackmannanshire Council if they wish to take up this offer.  
 

Comment Dr Simpson MSP:- 

The council decided that they would always match the English Noise requirements despite not having a legal 

obligation to do so. However instead of following the impact study’s assessment they decided to await real 

time tests 

There are some concerns that these tests were too limited at night   [only a few passes were monitored] and 

there is a concern that the operator may have known of the tests and taken extra care to minimise noise 

during the tests.  

 

The follow up condition surveys, referred to in my letter of 19 February to the Committee, have now been 

completed and copies of the final individual reports are awaited from the Surveyors. Once these reports have 

been received  



Individual copies will be issued to residents under cover of a joint letter from Clackmannanshire Council and 

Transport Scotland.  
 

Comment Dr Simpson MSP:- 

I extracted a promise from Transport Scotland that they would write to the 168 households which had a pre 

construction survey offering a repeat. I have no idea how many took up this offer nor what steps Transport 

Scotland took to ensure that the households replied either positively or negatively to this offer 
 

 

As a separate issue I have still got serious concerns that household on the sections where the line was still 

technically operating have no rights at all. 

This is particularly the case in houses constructed in the causewayed area of Stirling and in Kincardine 

Where construction may not have included anti vibration measures. 
 

 

Comment 1 There was never any possibility that 30 train passes (15 each way) could be run on the line.  

Response The Stirling - Alloa - Kincardine line was designed to carry 34 freight passes (17 each way) 

between the hours of 0600 and 2400. It is perfectly possible to run this number of freight trains on the SAK 

line. It is accepted that current timetabling elsewhere on the rail network may make it difficult for this 

number of coal trains from Hunterston and Ayrshire to reach Stirling during these hours. Nonetheless, this 

information was and remains correct. Notably, the information was not challenged by Network Rail during 

the Bill process.  
 

 

Comment 2 The project would require 24 hour running of the freight trains to fit the scheduling timetables.  
 

Response During the design phase of the project in 2004, timetables were modelled which showed that it 

was possible to route 34 freight train passes between Hunterston and Longannet between 0600 and 2400. It 

may be that subsequent changes to the wider network timetable mean that this is no longer practical.  
 

Comment Dr Simpson MSP:- 

See above – it is disingenuous of Clackmannanshire to suggest that the issue is Network scheduling it is 

Scottish Power turnaround that is the limiting feature 
 

 

Comment [UNNUMBERED BUT 5] The question of exactly how much coal Longannet requires to fuel its 

3 - 4 turbines on a daily basis has not been satisfactorily explored, simply because station management have 

not been asked.  
 

Response All discussions with Scottish Power regarding the amount of coal which would require to be 

shipped by rail to Longannet were carried out by representatives of Scottish Government (mainly Transport 

Scotland) and the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA). Clackmannanshire Council were specifically excluded 



from these discussions. However, the evidence that was submitted to the Bill Committee was available to 

Scottish Power and was not challenged.  
 

 

Dr Simpson has had a meeting with the Transport Minister. He continues to pursue the issue  

He believes that compensation should be provided to a far wider number than the 4 households that have 

been deemed technicality eligible. 

He is asking a PQ in parliament about the incorporation into o Scotland of the Noise regulations 

He is continuing discussions with Labour colleagues about the potential for a bill covering Noise and 

Vibration from all sources providing protection in the planning process and compensation as an alternative 

[if/when labour returns to power after 2011] 

He has asked transport Scotland to look at alternative routes back across the bridge and on Sundays in the 

daytime to reduce or eliminate night running.  
 

 

Petitions PE 1273 &PE1302 
To be read in conjunction with Clackmannanshire Council C.E Angela Leitch’s response to T. Adam’s 
comments 
 
Ms Leitch says that the railway does not impose any significant disadvantage to residents occupying 
properties close to the line. 
 
This contradict her earlier statement that “projects of this nature have the potential to create an adverse 
impact on the amenity of persons living close to the rail route” 
Surely it is for the residents to decide the level of disadvantage suffered by them from the operation of the 
project. I have no knowledge of any consultation with residents on this matter. 
 
On the question of the information submitted to the Bills Committee she says that the information is 
accurate. This is patently untrue because all the information provided was predicated on the fact that the 
trains would only run between the hours of 7am and 11pm Mon to Saturday which as it turned out was 
always a totally impractical proposition. 
 
It is true that the Council employed a number of experts in the field to the extent that they obtained the 
services of a Q.C (at tax payers’ expense) from whom it would have been reasonable to expect accurate legal 
advice in relation to the rights of the rail operators to require a 24 hour service on the line if that were the 
case. 
 
It is almost beyond belief that the Council was never made aware of these circumstances and displays an eye 
watering level of incompetence on their part if they did not make sufficient enquires prior to giving these 
crucial assurances to both the Bills Committee and the General public. 
 
I accuse the Council of deliberately and knowingly misleading the public because 
Clackmannanshire Council did not at any point prior to the trains actually running beyond the assured 
operational hours; inform the public that the situation had changed, although in my opinion, by that time 
they most certainly knew this to be the case. 
 
Her response to Comment 1 & 2 
It would appear that even at this late stage Ms Leitch can’t get the facts right. 
The information provided to the Bills committee by the council was that the freight carrier would run 30 
passes (15 each way) between the hours of 07:00 and 23:00 Mon to Saturday. 



While I would not argue that the line is capable of carrying this workload it appears that it was never a 
practical proposition due to the timetabling difficulties and the train turnaround time at Longannet Power 
Station a fact which was not uncovered by the Council at the time. 
 
 
Her response to Comment 3 
All the publicity was Passenger Service related probably because politically this was more acceptable, and 
would receive more kudos if it were a success. To that extent the Council took their eye off the ball as far as 
the Freight aspect was concerned and perhaps that is why insufficient scrutiny was given to the detail of the 
operation of that element of the project 
 
 Ms Leitch by her own admission recognizes that “the opening of the line for passenger services alone would 
not have met the criteria for Scottish government funding” which indicates the primacy of the freight line. 
 
Her response to Comment 4 
Much was made about mitigation at the Bills Committee by Clackmannanshire Council. The chairman 
recognizing the importance of this, in making the assault on the quality of life for the residents more 
acceptable asked for details about when and to what extent it would be applied. The Council gave a glowing 
report on the various options to which they were giving consideration which in turn satisfied both the 
Committee and the Residents who had submitted concerns about noise and vibration issues. 
 
The reality was very different the residents received a booklet informing them that mitigation would be 
considered only after the line was up and running and the mitigation solutions were extremely limited. 
 
They then received a further booklet (A guide to noise and vibration) advising them that the council having 
looked into the question of mitigation decided that it was impractical to install any meaningful measures, all 
of this without any consultation with the people affected by the Council decision.  
 
The mitigation to which Ms Leitch refers is that which the Council responded to following pressure from 
protest groups, and initially involved the setting up of audio receptors to measure noise levels over two days 
on properties selected by the Council, again without any residential consultation this resulted in 1 unnamed 
property for the whole of Clackmannan being considered as suitable for some form of mitigation.  
 
In order to calculate the number of daily freight train passes required it is necessary to know the amount of 
coal required to fuel the 3-4 turbines used to run Longannet Power Station on a daily basis. It appears from 
Ms Leitch‘s response that Clackmannanshire Council still don’t have the answer to this very important 
question and more worrying have made no attempt to find out. 
 
 
Ms Leitch is deluding herself if she believes that it is only a small number of trackside residents who are 
concerned about the impact that night time running of trains on the SAK line is having on their quality of 
life, and  she should be reminded that a substantial number of residents built or bought their homes long 
before there was any prospect of the railway becoming live. 
 
She is of course at a slight disadvantage in that she was not in post at the establishment of the railway and 
may be dependant on second or third hand  
Information in this regard. 
 
Tom Adam  June 6, 2010 
 
"Reading the attachment with all the responses, the Council was/is the promoter/lead organisation and 
have obviously never heard of the 'charrette process', they remain wholly culpable. " 
  
The 'Charrette process' may be googled but basically the principal is that all possible steps must be taken 
and all avenues exhausted to obtain a full assessment of any project before an organisation may be 
exonerated of any blame resulting from incorrect information given or received. 


